Hi I have just recently discovered your amazing books I have fell in love with Run little wolf and I was wondering when will the second book be released ???

Being entirely cynical, did this win the genre award because people like John Green? Because I rather value the Goodreads awards as a starting point in finding new books to read, and it would annoy me if a person's popularity were to taint the results.

Hi! I just started reading Soulless and I was wondering if the other series (Finishing School and Custard Protocol) is connected to its story line? Am I right to read the Parasol Protectorate first?

What the hell is this cover?


Hi Cheyenne, Is Vampires Dead Ahead the last book in your Night Tracker series? If not. When will the next book be released?

¿Dónde puedo conseguir tus libros a través del internet?

Hi Ann! I remember seeing recently that in your books' universe, people can live up to 200 years with their medical advancements. I'm really curious about the aging process in that respect; would someone age slower than we do throughout all the stages of their life (so 50-something y.o. Seivarden would look younger than we typically do at that age), or do they just get extra prune-like when they get super old?

Thanks!
Hi! Thanks for asking! The next book in the series was The Twilight Saga: The Firstborn: A Vampire's Tale. I had a blast writing the first book, and I'm excited to see where the story will take me in the next one. Thanks for your support, and I appreciate you taking the time to read and review my work.
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Oh, hello Ayekah! Many thanks! TLF arrives out July 19. Thanks for asking :)

Time Magazine and the New York Times wrote a crucial reviews once the book came out. Browse the excerpt on Wikipedia-

I loved this story and the book is far better than the adaptation with Michael Douglas. What I’m having trouble with is finding anything that bears a semblance to it whether narrative or otherwise. I trust reviewer below “Listen to the reviewers who said this book is awful. It isn’t just the narrator. The story is just uninteresting and forgettable.”

Again would be my first novel to achieve the finishing line.
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